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 irc Menu “The right to choose one’s death” The Dutch couple that has to be famous for doing suicide, simply called Joris and
Karin, had the self-indulgent idea that they would take an overdose of Pimms of the blue-tab and wait for the police to arrive.

They had selected the method that they would use, not thinking that they would meet. However, the met the Belgian couple with
the same idea. After the initial call, the police was able to intervene in time, after which the Belgian couple went with them to

the hospital. (Article in Dutch) A terrible moment, but the authorities had the right and duty to intervene. The authorities –
whom I do not want to be – had the right and the duty, because it was the first time that a couple had called for help to choose a

method of death, and also the first time that a couple of the same nationality have volunteered to choose the same method of
death. The fact that the Dutch called the Belgian is enough to show that a kind of national and cultural connection has been

created between the two couples, that would become even closer after a while. These two events are very, very sad, and perhaps
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there is some kind of explanation that I do not understand, that would make me want to say that they were two losers and that
they did not deserve to die, but I am too much of a professional, and I prefer not to say anything. Who knows, maybe they will
be transformed into the best couple in the world. The bad thing is that it is a criminal case, and that it can be used for political

game and propaganda, as the right-wing had hoped. As if that would matter to me. I would not understand the point of this
political game, since the Dutch and the Belgians, as two nations that have nothing in common apart from their language and

their names, are not interested in this case and in these opinions, but they are interested in things that they have in common and
they can share their experience and their feelings with each other. The not guilty verdict of the Belgian judge confirms that

there is no case in Belgium. The bad news is that the “victim” is dead, so they did not even learn anything, at least not in the way
that they wanted. The not guilty verdict of 82157476af
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